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>Dear Debra,>>Thank you for your response to my call to action. I certainly appreciate your> suggestions with 

regard to the letter. I can see that you put a lot of time>& thought into the revision.>>The letter has already 

gone through several changes as various researchers>gave us their input. Unfortunately, I am unable to make 

any further changes>for two reasons: 1 - too many people have already agreed to have their names>included 

on the letter as is, and 2 - we have already given copies of the>letter to Tunheim and each of the other Board 

members.>>Last tuesday at the ARRB meeting in Wsahington, we gave unsigned copies to>the Board, and 

their response seemed appropriate. After the meeting, Tunheim>told me that he will wait for the "formal" 

[signed] letter before responding,>but did seem quite cooperative as did Gunn & Marwell.>>We plan on 

sending the signed letter tomorrow. Can we include your name on>the letter? If you prefer to send your own 

version to the Board, that would>be OK, too. A few researchers have already done so.>>I look forward to your 

reply>>With many thanks,>>MichaelMichael, I cannot sign your letter as I do not agree with each of your 

statements.At this time, I am excited that the board choose to take the giant step oftaking the statements of 

these doctors. Since none of the testimony hasbeen released as yet, I must give the board the benefit of the 

doubt as totheir preparedness. I simply wanted you to present YOUR questionsconcisely. It is important that 

the board be questioned by researchers, butin a professional manner.I will see the board when they come to 

Los Angeles in September and willask any questions then.thanks for keeping me informed,Debra ****JFK 

Lancer Productions & Publications****visit our web site: http://snni.com/~jfklancr/ "Serving the research 

community, educating a newgeneration"
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